Southfields’ Spirit
Week Commencing 11th May 2020
Ethos statement: We believe that through individual commitment, self-discipline, integrity and respect for others,
we inspire everyone to learn.

Thought for the Week
“There’s no such thing as a small act of kindness. Every act creates a ripple with no logical end.”
Scott Adams, comic strip creator

Dance at Home – Ms Risolino
You may be looking for ways to watch and participate in dance activities; there are so many free
online resources I thought I would share with you some exciting things happening this week:
"Breakin' Convention", the annual hip-hop dance festival at Sadler's Wells has been cancelled but
you can still catch performances digitally, I attach a YouTube link below to see a collection of
performances, I cannot recommend this enough! Great dancing and live music.
"Here not here", is a brand new British, deaf hip hop drama exploring British Sign Language,
KRUMP, football and Visual Vernacular – the choreographed and poetic form of sign language . This
will be premiering on Film4 and Together TV on Monday 11 May and will be hosted online on BSL
Zone where it will remain available to watch following the broadcast. I think this will be so interesting
to watch.
DanceXchange presents “Dance Insights Online" – an online programme of performances, online
events, discussions and artistic inspirations. See the link below to see which event you may be
interested in watching and participating in.
Diversity are still giving free membership to their online dance tutorial website. Please check it out, it
is amazing and I have loved taking regular class with them as there's really cool choreography. The
link is also below.
Matthew Bourne's company, New Adventures, are screening their performances of Swan Lake, the
Car Man and Romeo and Juliet through Now TV but you can sign up for free and watch these
masterpieces.
NEW ADVENTURES
https://new-adventures.net/news/reel-adventures
BREAKIN' CONVENTION VIDEOS
https://www.youtube.com/user/breakinconvention
DIVERSITY ONLINE DANCE TUTORIALS
https://20dv.co.uk/
DANCE EXCHANGE
https://www.dancexchange.org.uk/events/dance-insights-3/
PE Challenge of the Week
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into your class on Google Classroom on
Monday to see this week’s challenge.
There have been some fantastic entries to
the challenges so far so please keep them
coming.

Good News from Mathematics – Mr
Duffy
I am so proud to see that our superstars in the
maths department at Southfields Academy
have put in such an amazing effort to answer
almost 100,000 questions between them since
our virtual school was launched! I am fully
confident this landmark milestone will be
passed at some point over the Bank Holiday
weekend. Don’t forget, keep sending us photos
of your work on Google Classroom - your
teachers really love the work they are seeing.”

The best birthday gift ever!
During the Lockdown, Judy Douglas, Head of Year 8,
has been exercising with her fitness class every day
using Zoom. On Saturday 2nd May it was her
birthday, but it was also the WAFA ‘We Are Fit
Attitude’ 12 Hour online Workout Challenge to raise
funds for ‘St Georges Hospital Coronavirus Appeal’.
So instead of relaxing and taking it easy, Ms Douglas
asked colleagues, family and friends to sponsor her
exercising at home with the fitness coaches and
other women working out. She says, ‘It was hard
work, lunging, jumping jacks and bicep curls, to
name but a few’.
However, it was worth it, as she raised more than
£1,000 including gift aid, and the sponsorship is still
coming in. Amazing!
A huge thank you to everyone who has donated and
supported her.
Ms Douglas says, ‘It was the best birthday gift ever!’

Preparing For Your 6th Form Classes – Work for Year 11 and Level 2 Year 12
Students
Ms T. Gray, Deputy Headteacher, has written to parents / carers of students in Year 11 with some
important information about 6th Form studies and the students’ next steps. Please visit our website
and look out for an email from us.

Artwork – “Emotions” – Mr Reis
Produced under the theme of “emotions”, students (Molly Spring, Luiza Bifano and Ashir Gondal) have used
the skills learnt in the Academy to show us how they feel about the world. These works tell us about
‘Strength’, ‘Family Unity’ and ‘Fear’. They have all been completed during the home learning that the students
are currently engaged in.

Dance Tips – Ms Risolino & Mr Whitfield
Complete the actions to improve the circuit to ensure your dance training continues whilst you are off.
You can do this every day if you like. There is more detail in the dance department Google
Classrooms.

Actions to improve

Skill it
improves

Running on the spot for 30 seconds

STAMINA

Star jumps for 30 seconds

STAMINA

High knees for 30 seconds

STAMINA

Keep your legs straight and try and touch your toes, hold for 30 seconds

FLEXIBILITY

Take one-step back with your foot, so your feet are staggered, both feet face forward and both legs
are straight. Fold forward with your body and try and get your nose on your knee. Hold for 30
seconds
Change which leg is back and hold for another 30 seconds

FLEXIBILITY

Sit down and open both your legs to second position. Push your knees down into the floor and walk
your hands forward, drop your head. Hold for 30 seconds.

FLEXIBILITY

Hold a plank position, resting either on your forearms or on your hands with straight arms, with a
small bend at the elbows. Hold for 30 seconds.

Lie on your back and straighten your legs up to the sky. Lower your legs to as low as you can but
make sure you push your back into the floor so you do not arch your back. Bring your legs back up.
Repeat this 10 times.

Sit up with your feet flat on the floor and your knees up. Curve your stomach and contract your
body. Lift your feet off the floor. Hold this position for 5 seconds. Lower the body even further and
hold for 5 seconds. Repeat.
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Music lesson
It was lovely to see the students on site practising their renditions of the music challenge outlined in last
week’s edition and on the music department’s Google Classroom. Ms Sulliman was so impressed she had to
take some photos to show the students in action.

In the first few weeks of March, two Year 12 students, Cinthya Dominguez and Daniel Dias, took part in a
project organised by University College London and the Holocaust Educational Trust. The students attended a
seminar and then a one-day trip to the site of Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in Germany. They were
wonderful ambassadors for Southfields Academy, leading group work with students from other schools and
making numerous thoughtful contributions. Ms Marsh attended the seminar with them and was so impressed
with their maturity in dealing with a very sensitive historical topic. Below, Cinthya describes the history of
Bergen-Belsen and shares her own experience of the project.

‘𝐖𝐄 𝐌𝐔𝐒𝐓 𝐑𝐄𝐌𝐄𝐌𝐁𝐄𝐑’: Year 12 Students Visit Bergen-Belsen
BY CINTHYA DOMINGUEZ
SUAREZ
THE H𝐎𝐋𝐎𝐂𝐀𝐔𝐒𝐓:
The Holocaust is the name given to one of the most tragic events
in human history during the period of World War II where
millions of Jewish and non-Jewish people were systematically
murdered by the Nazis and their collaborators.
𝐎𝐁𝐉𝐄𝐂𝐓𝐈𝐕𝐄𝐒 𝐎𝐅 𝐓𝐇𝐄 BELSEN 75 𝐏𝐑𝐎𝐉𝐄𝐂𝐓:
 Broaden our knowledge about the events that took place
in Bergen-Belsen and its historical background.
 Commemorate the 75th anniversary of the liberation of the
camp by British troops.
 Explain the huge impact the Holocaust had in the lives of
the victims before and after the liberation of the camp.
 Make students aware about the brutal consequences
extreme ideologies can cause and to help them understand
the vital job the younger generation has to prevent this
from happening again.
HISTORY OF THE CAMP:
Bergen-Belsen was constructed in 1935 as barracks for the
German army, but with the expansion of German invasion it
was then used as a Prisoners of War (POW) camp, where
enemy soldiers were horribly treated through inhumane living
conditions. In 1934, one part of the camp was used to keep
“exchange Jews”, where Jewish people who were considered
valuable to the opposing armies could be exchanged for
German prisoners. Then, in the autumn of 1944 the camp
became a concentration camp. Jews were brought from all over
Europe. It was very overcrowded so many of them died of
diseases and starvation. Eventually, on April 15th 1945 the
camp was liberated by British troops. The British Army played
a key role in the years after as they transformed the camp into

a Displaced Persons camp for those who had no homes to return to. For some people, Bergen-Belsen
became a symbolic space of rebirth for Jewish life and culture.
MY EXPERIENCE:
We attended a seminar to prepare us for the visit to the camp. At the
start of the seminar I immediately felt really shocked as a general
introduction of the Holocaust and Bergen-Belsen was given to us and
it gave me goose bumps to imagine what the people in the camps had
to live through. Later on we heard a testimony from a survivor of the
Holocaust survivor called Renee Salt and it changed my life. It was
traumatic to think about what she experienced: losing her family, her
belongings, her identity, her dignity and everything that she knew. I
felt deeply scared when I thought of how destructive and capable of
evil mankind can be.
Then we went on the trip which
would became pivotal in my life.
The different activities we did
transformed my previous
knowledge, built on statistics,
books and documentaries, into real
people with real stories. The importance of undertaking this trip is clear
because as a new generation we are the future leaders of the world,
leaders who will one day be the ones taking the decisions, so there is no
better way to create awareness about what happened than visiting
where everything took place.

Holocaust survivor Renee Salt, who shared her own experiences during the project.

